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Elections Cybersecurity Risk Assessment & Benchmarking Tool 

Cook County, Illinois 

In the increasingly complex security environment, the Cook County Clerk’s Office in 
conjunction with the Chicago Board of Election Commissioners hired a dedicated Elections 
Information Security Officer help navigate election cybersecurity issues. Cook County realized a 
standard cybersecurity risk assessment is necessary for elections officials to identify the gaps in 
critical risk areas and to determine actions to close those gaps. Therefore, Cook County developed 
an elections specific cybersecurity risk analysis methodology and Benchmarking Tool to manage 
cybersecurity risks related with elections systems, processes, and people. 

Cook County’s innovative Benchmarking Tool is used to clearly define a cyber risk 
management approach to identify vulnerabilities and implement appropriate security controls. In 
this professional practice paper, we discuss controls and the methodology for analyzing risk, and 
for mitigating controls for systems and processes such as Voter databases, Tallying Systems, 
Communication processes, securing Social Media channels, Vendor Management, and the user 
behavior. In addition, we present a sample Benchmarking Tool to demonstrate an Elections 
Security Risk Scorecard based on the Harvard Kennedy School’s Belfer Center for Science and 
International Affairs (HBC) “State and Local Election Cybersecurity Playbook” and Center for 
Internet Security (CIS) “Handbook for Elections Infrastructure Security”.  

Methodology 

The Benchmarking life cycle used in Cook County is organized in 5 phases with a few steps 
in each phase. The process is repeated on a yearly basis and aligned with the audit/assessment 
cycle. It is then followed by the planning and budgeting cycle to ensure remediation efforts are 
supported with staff, timelines, and funding.  

1. Identify and assess the security posture by engaging stakeholders

a. We examine all critical systems – endpoints, network, and web application components –
to identify critical cybersecurity gaps.

b. We perform automated as well as manual assessments, analysis, and verification of all
identified security gaps and vulnerabilities.

c. We conduct assessments by engaging all stakeholders including election managers,
information system owners, application developers and vendors who have knowledge and
responsibility for managing specific technology and/or process components.

2. Analyze and Review results

Once the gaps are identified, we create a ranked list of all those gaps and vulnerabilities by
considering the following technical aspects: 

a. Device Class – How important and what volume of information is handled by the device?
b. Connectedness – Is the device connected to the Internet (High risk), indirectly connected

when needed (Medium Risk) or isolated (Low risk)?
c. Probability – What is the probability that the risk will be realized and how easy will it be

to exploit the weaknesses or cybersecurity gaps identified?
d. Impact – If the risk is realized how serious will the incident be on the election authority

from a Confidentiality-Integrity-Availability (CIA) point of view?



i. Confidentiality – Protecting the information from disclosure to unauthorized
parties. What is the impact if confidentiality of the information is breached?

ii. Integrity – Protecting information from being modified by unauthorized parties.
What is the impact if integrity of the information is compromised?

iii. Availability – Ensuring that authorized parties can access the information when
needed. What is the impact if the information is not available?

3. Benchmark the cybersecurity risk using the tool

In Cook County, we take a point-in-time Benchmark of our cybersecurity posture and prioritize
remediation process with this Benchmark. We developed a simple Benchmarking Tool, which can 
be used by any sized county at no additional cost, to capture current posture, major gaps 
/vulnerabilities, overall score, and the improvement from the last assessment cycle (see 
Attachments). We identify gaps within the technical and functional areas. 

a. Technical area - Devices, Processes, Software, Users, and Transmission.
b. Functional area - Voter Registration Databases (VRDB), Voter Check-ins (ePollbooks),

Vote Casting Devices, Ballot Files, Election Management System (EMS)/Vote Tallying
System, Election Night Reporting, Communications, Social Media, and Vendor
Management.

We benchmark the assessment on a pre-defined scale: met the requirement (4 points), partially 
met (1, 2 or 3 points), or did not meet requirement (0 points). A subtotal and a percentage (achieved 
score / maximum possible) score provide a snapshot of where we stand for each specific area.  

4. Implement improvement plan

With benchmarking, we have a clear picture of where the most effort is needed. Cook County’s
security team and senior elections management team meets regularly to ensure awareness and 
visibility for all efforts. We develop actionable improvement plans based on the following criteria: 

a. Functional priority – How important is the function to the elections process?
b. Major risk – How large is the cybersecurity gap identified earlier?
c. Cost/Benefit – What is the best remediation outcome per dollar spent?
d. Skillset needed – What is the most effective use of all available expertise?
e. Time needed – Which combination of short, small-win and long, big-win efforts will ensure

a continuing realization of benefits?

5. Repeat to find new opportunities to improve

Cook County follows a yearly Plan-Do-Check-Act-Adjust cycle following by posture
assessment and monitoring. In each cycle, we seek to address new risks and work in progress 
carried over from the previous cycle. We also consider new technological capabilities that can be 
used to address risks more effectively, with automation, and/or with lesser investments. 

Summary 

Cook County uses an internally developed Benchmarking Tool based on CIS and Harvard 
Belfer Center’s recommendations. This approach benefits us by providing consistent and 
systematic processes for identifying and prioritizing security efforts. It also helps allocate 
resources and plan for multiple security efforts based on priorities and gaps. Since the tool is 
elections specific, it provides snapshots of risks and required remediation efforts specifically 
related to election systems and functions. The Benchmarking Tool is also an effective means of 
communicating the cybersecurity risk posture and tracking progress over time.  
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Cook County Clerk, Sample Gap Analysis ‐ CIS 



Attachment 2 

Cook County Clerk, Sample Gap Analysis ‐ HBC 

 

 

 



Attachment 3 

Cook County Clerk, Sample Cybersecurity Benchmarking Tool 
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